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PREFACE

This work seeks to cover a wide spectrum of legal issues, both civil and
criminal, that can conveniently be termed ‘cyber security law’. We define
‘cyber’ to mean using, involving or relating to computers and the online
environment. Cyber law, in the context of this book, refers to those laws that
govern the use and control of information within this cyber arena. Accordingly
a ‘cyber-attack’ denotes the misappropriation or misuse of this information as
well as any crime perpetrated by use of a computer or other electronic storage
device. A cyber-attack can take a multitude of forms, be launched by a diverse
range of perpetrators against a range of victims for innumerable purposes; we
have sought to ensure this work addresses all those possibilities and is equally
relevant to online trade mark infringement or employee misuse of confidential
data as it is to disruption of service attacks or other such system or equipment
attacks. While striving to provide comprehensive coverage we accept this book
does not cover every element of cyber-related law. In particular, certain
well-referenced areas within intellectual property are deliberately excluded as
being outside the scope of this work.

The law faces huge challenges to keep up with the rapid development of
technology, which provides opportunities for the misuse of information for
commercial gain or other objectives.

Legislation in this area must strike a balance between enabling interception,
monitoring and proper surveillance of communications by intelligence and
investigative agencies on the one hand and maintaining user security and
confidentiality on the other. A conflict often arises where the rights to privacy
and freedom of expression are set against the desire to access all areas so as to
effectively police cyber communications and data use. End-to-end encryption
used in applications such as WhatsApp, iMessage or BBM are an example
where security may be viewed as welcome confidentiality by the user but as
dark corners of inaccessibility by the state.

The worldwide dimension adds a further complexity. There can be serious
problems in bringing civil suits where there is little prospect of obtaining or
enforcing judgments, or where countries have neither the means nor the
political will to effectively investigate and prosecute criminal offences. The
Serious Crime Act 2015 recognised this and introduced amendments to the
Computer Misuse Act 1990 to address the issues by extending the United
Kingdom territorial reach and ability to prosecute where there is a significant
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link to the United Kingdom. This may be no more than a sticking plaster given
the situations where it will be impractical or impossible to prosecute and
international perspective is even more difficult where a state, as has frequently
been alleged, is itself either perpetrating or aiding the behaviour. We have
sought to tackle this and other issues, both legal and practical, that may arise
in a cyber security context. We acknowledge the novel and developing nature
of law in this area made that objective a challenge.

Our aim was to produce a comprehensive reference work that provides both a
narrative and practical guidance on the many aspects of cyber security law.
Cyber laws cover a vast range of areas and such is the volume of material that
each chapter in this book could be a book in itself. With that in mind we have
been selective in the hope that the book’s content is sufficiently focused as to
enable an understanding of the law as it applies to cyber security. We hope we
have achieved our objective. The law is stated as at 1 February 2017.

The authors would like to thank Anita Noerr for her research and Christopher
Saad for his help with Chapter 10.

Dean Armstrong QC and Sam Thomas, 2 Bedford Row Chambers
Dan Hyde, Pennington Manches LLP

1 February 2017
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